
The secret  
to creating  
killer content



You have a website, and social media pages. Now you need content - good content, of 
course! But what does that even mean? Then what do you do with it?

Well, first you want people to read your content. Second, you want people to enjoy it. 
Third, you want people to find it useful—useful enough that they want to know more 
about what you have to say. And last (but not least) you want them to continue reading 
more content. 

But how do you actually create content that does all that?

Let’s break it down...
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1. Be useful, engaging, or informative  
Too many Estate Agents focus on creating sales-y content. You see it plastered all over 
Facebook, adverts, in magazines: ‘Use us – WE’RE THE BEST’. Well, this isn’t the content that your 
readers want to see. They don’t trust you enough to believe you, and they’re probably not 
quite ready to sell or let their property anyway. 

By writing content which is USEFUL, ENGAGING, or INFORMATIVE, you build trust, you offer value, 
and you show you care enough to give them something for nothing in return. 

Suddenly, your audience wants to read more, they see you as the answer to their questions, 
and you cement your place as a great company in their mind. 
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2. Get your tone of voice right 
A ‘formally toned’ article when someone is scrolling through their social media on a 
Friday night will not be appealing to the most people. Similarly, text full of jargon and 
confusing terms will be an immediate turn off. 

Keep your tone conversational but fit it to your target audience. Middle aged investors 
will want plenty of information, but young mothers will want more of a casual, lifestyle 
approach. The key is to get them to keep reading. 
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3. What should you write about? 
Don’t waste time trying to come up with ideas on your own. Look to your audience for 
hints about what they want. For example, look at the comments of previous posts, forums 
in your niche, or posts on your Facebook page. Check out Quora or Answerthepublic to 
see what type questions people are asking, and the answers they are looking for.



4. Consistently post
‘Consistency beats perfection’ and ‘80% is good enough’ are mantras you should be living 
by. Research shows it takes 20% of your time to get something 80% good enough. And 
another 80% of your time to get that last 20%. Meanwhile, you’ve spent 2 months writing an 
article and your potential customers aren’t hearing anything from you. 

Keep writing, and keep sending copy out – even if you think it’s not perfect. Half the time, 
your audience won’t care if you missed out a couple of grammatical errors, as long as 
they dig some gems of advice or information out of the article, it’s been worth posting.
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5. Targeting – where to send your content 
We’ve written before about how to create customer personas, find your perfect customer 
and market directly to them. If you missed this, you can watch a video about the 
importance of customer personas and how to create them by CLICKING HERE. You can 
also download our customer persona template to guide you through making your own.

Once you know your perfect customer, you can create content geared towards them, and 
target them with that content using Facebook advertising. Simply fill in the interests, age 
groups, and gender columns when creating your ad or boosted post. This way you know 
none of the budget is wasted, and you are reaching the RIGHT people for your business.
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6. Content funnels – what to DO with your content 
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Content creation, when done correctly, isn’t a race against the competition. It’s more 
like a spectator sport, one in which you watch your leads get closer and closer. In this 
framework, every piece of content you create is an opportunity to bring a new lead closer 
to instructing you.

On average, a person consumes 11.4 pieces of content before making a purchase 
decision, so you need to ensure you can keep people reading until they are ready to 
instruct you. 

A content marketing funnel will help convert unknowns into possible customers by 
progressively “funnelling” them through more types of content.

There are several parts of the funnel that you need to remember when content writing:

• Awareness – when a lead first discovers your brand 
• Interest – when a lead starts to read a little more of what you write about and becomes 
 interested in the idea of selling or letting their home 
• Consideration – when a lead begins to consider selling or letting their home 
• Intent – when the lead makes the decision to sell or let their home 
• Evaluation – where the lead decides if your estate agency is right for them 
• Purchase – when the lead gathers the last bit of information they need before deciding 
 to instruct you and become a customer (the stage every estate agency wants to achieve!)

By creating content for each  
different part of this funnel and  
then setting up the funnel within  
social media, email and other  
platforms using remarketing,  
you can ensure all your leads  
are making their journey towards  
instructing you.  

While it is possible to set this up with  
social media and using email drip  
programmes yourself, it requires  
technical know how, and a lot of  
time. Using a system which is set  
up for this purpose is worth its  
weight in gold as you can sit back  
and watch your leads automatically  
become customers over time. 



7. A few final tips 
Learn to reuse and repurpose content

Turn a blog into a video, turn that video into a podcast, take out a quote and turn it into an 
Instagram post. The more you repurpose, the less work you have to do, and the further your 
message gets out. 

Aim for at least some evergreen content

Chances are, those reading your content will want to read more – if they go back a few 
months, is the content still relevant? It’s always great to have at least a few bits of content 
which they can binge on at any given time, no matter the year, season, or state of the 
property market. 

Be bold and speak your mind (especially when others don’t dare)

You know what gets great engagement? When you’re telling people the truth, no matter how 
unpopular, and giving your opinion when others don’t dare. Don’t be afraid to speak out and 
start a debate. 
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